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Cost: 20 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ignite .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Rocket .

Cost: 100 mana
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Rocket .



Cost: 100 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"I guess this should be enough for the time being . . . "

Leon spent three days investigating the area around the mountain he first appeared .
Although he hoped to find some traces of human activity, he found nothing . Three
hundred years have passed, after all, so it was only obvious . Besides, considering
Yuki's current behavior, it wouldn't be weird if Amanda and Hector decided to create
another base far away from the purple crystal in case Yuki sends some 'visitors . '

Although Leon lost three days without finding a single sign of them, he learned a few
spells . For the time being, they wouldn't be of any use against the hippogryphs, but
Leon was confident of their potential . Cyclone was just a regular tornado, but it was
made of water . Ignite was a spell like Frost Wave and Spark Wave, Leon shot a small
ball of fire at the enemy, and then the whole target would start to burn . As for Earth
Rocket and Fire Rocket, that was something Leon learned by chance when he tried to
use Earth Lance and increase its speed using Telekinesis . It was a spell that would
chase the enemies, no matter what .
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"Hehe, it is very cool . . . but I don't have time to feel proud of my new spells . "

Even though Leon was in a hurry to find Amanda, Maya, and the others, he started to
wonder if it wouldn't be a good idea to have bought some clothes first while he was in
Tokyo . Most likely, he wouldn't have been treated well, but he couldn't care less about
that . Still . . . now that he wasn't in a hellish environment, he couldn't help but frown
while looking at his current attire .



"I bet not even Amanda will recognize me . . . hell, there is even a chance that she also
forgot about me . I can't blame her, though . "

It was registered that everyone looked for Leon for ten years, but after that, there was
no mention about him . . . at least on Japan's archives . Still, it wouldn't be weird if
Amanda forgot about her brother . . . many things happened over the course of several
centuries . Three hundred years passed since they left Earth . . . they probably left a lot
of memories there, never to remember ever again .

Regardless, it was time to increase the scope of his search . In order not to overlook any
sign, Leon would have to be careful . However, he couldn't just walk around or just run
at his average speed . He would have to use his buffs, and that means he would have to
keep Anti-Mana Field off .

Haste would be more effective, but Leon decided to use Electric Armor because it was
a layer of condensed mana in a state that could be seen . If the lizard or the shadow
bastard try to teleport Leon, it was very likely that Electric Armor would react in some
way . That skill causes some damage to Leon, so he would notice in case that happens .
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Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon had mana to keep Electric Armor active, he didn't have enough stamina
to run all that much . Leon had to stop several times, but despite that, it didn't take long
before he could find another purple crystal at the top of another mountain .
Unfortunately, there were no signs of human activity nearby .

"If they went to another world, they probably created some camps nearby the purple
crystal they used while they investigated those places . . . even after three hundred
years, it was clear that some sort of trace would be left behind . Unless they created
their buildings using magic alone and then got rid of them using magic in order not to
leave any traces behind . That would be the most logical option to avoid pursuers or
unpleasant visitors . "

Technology didn't develop all that much on Earth because they found a dungeon that
spawned the mechanical spiders . After investigating the world on the other side, they
understood the dangers of it . So, instead of developing technology, humans decided to
develop themselves physically and magically . Considering that, it wouldn't be weird if
Amanda and the others had some sort of trick or spell to create decent camps and then
get rid of their traces . That would be very smart of them but made things very

complicated for Leon since it was like he was getting deeper and deeper inside an
infinite maze .



"I guess I have to learn some tracking skills that grant me the power to search for signs
of other people's mana . Mana Dominion can do that, but it only works on high and
very recently concentrations of mana . "

The best option would be if Leon could learn some skill that let him see mana
clearly . . . but he had no idea how to learn that . He already had to use mana in his
eyes in order to activate Sharp Eyes . Leon was in a bind, and he would have to find a
way to do that before he explores that whole world .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Rocket .
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I guess this should be enough for the time being . . .

Leon spent three days investigating the area around the mountain he first appeared .
Although he hoped to find some traces of human activity, he found nothing . Three
hundred years have passed, after all, so it was only obvious . Besides, considering
Yukis current behavior, it wouldnt be weird if Amanda and Hector decided to create
another base far away from the purple crystal in case Yuki sends some visitors .

Although Leon lost three days without finding a single sign of them, he learned a few
spells . For the time being, they wouldnt be of any use against the hippogryphs, but
Leon was confident of their potential . Cyclone was just a regular tornado, but it was
made of water . Ignite was a spell like Frost Wave and Spark Wave, Leon shot a small
ball of fire at the enemy, and then the whole target would start to burn . As for Earth
Rocket and Fire Rocket, that was something Leon learned by chance when he tried to
use Earth Lance and increase its speed using Telekinesis . It was a spell that would
chase the enemies, no matter what .

Hehe, it is very cool . . . but I dont have time to feel proud of my new spells .

Even though Leon was in a hurry to find Amanda, Maya, and the others, he started to
wonder if it wouldnt be a good idea to have bought some clothes first while he was in
Tokyo . Most likely, he wouldnt have been treated well, but he couldnt care less about
that . Still . . . now that he wasnt in a hellish environment, he couldnt help but frown
while looking at his current attire .

I bet not even Amanda will recognize me . . . hell, there is even a chance that she also
forgot about me . I cant blame her, though .

It was registered that everyone looked for Leon for ten years, but after that, there was
no mention about him . . . at least on Japans archives . Still, it wouldnt be weird if
Amanda forgot about her brother . . . many things happened over the course of several
centuries . Three hundred years passed since they left Earth . . . they probably left a lot
of memories there, never to remember ever again .



Regardless, it was time to increase the scope of his search . In order not to overlook any
sign, Leon would have to be careful . However, he couldnt just walk around or just run
at his average speed . He would have to use his buffs, and that means he would have to
keep Anti-Mana Field off .

Haste would be more effective, but Leon decided to use Electric Armor because it was
a layer of condensed mana in a state that could be seen . If the lizard or the shadow
bastard try to teleport Leon, it was very likely that Electric Armor would react in some
way . That skill causes some damage to Leon, so he would notice in case that happens .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon had mana to keep Electric Armor active, he didnt have enough stamina
to run all that much . Leon had to stop several times, but despite that, it didnt take long



before he could find another purple crystal at the top of another mountain .
Unfortunately, there were no signs of human activity nearby .

If they went to another world, they probably created some camps nearby the purple
crystal they used while they investigated those places . . . even after three hundred
years, it was clear that some sort of trace would be left behind . Unless they created
their buildings using magic alone and then got rid of them using magic in order not to
leave any traces behind . That would be the most logical option to avoid pursuers or
unpleasant visitors .

Technology didnt develop all that much on Earth because they found a dungeon that
spawned the mechanical spiders . After investigating the world on the other side, they
understood the dangers of it . So, instead of developing technology, humans decided to
develop themselves physically and magically . Considering that, it wouldnt be weird if
Amanda and the others had some sort of trick or spell to create decent camps and then
get rid of their traces . That would be very smart of them but made things very

complicated for Leon since it was like he was getting deeper and deeper inside an
infinite maze .

I guess I have to learn some tracking skills that grant me the power to search for signs
of other peoples mana .Mana Dominion can do that, but it only works on high and very
recently concentrations of mana .

The best option would be if Leon could learn some skill that let him see mana
clearly . . . but he had no idea how to learn that . He already had to use mana in his
eyes in order to activate Sharp Eyes . Leon was in a bind, and he would have to find a
way to do that before he explores that whole world .
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You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

After two weeks, Leon finally explored that entire world . After a while, he was forced
to create a map using a steel plate in order to keep it safe while Leon was away . That
planet had three continents, and all of them had several mountains where the

hippogryphs used to create their nests and reproduce . That kind of information would
help Leon if he wanted to hunt them non-stop, but that wasn't the case .

"This world has eleven purple crystals; one of them leads to Earth . So, I have ten
options . . . "
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Unfortunately, Leon didn't find any signs of humans in that world . He also didn't
manage to think of any ways to observe mana . . . even if Leon could, the chances of
him finding any traces after so many years were dim .

Although Leon had many doubts in his mind, he at least discovered a few things . One
of them was the fact that monsters from other worlds weren't coming to the
hippogryphs' world .



"Mmm . . . why the monsters of other worlds aren't coming to this one? I didn't notice
that before, but I didn't see any monsters aside from the devourers on the world where

I found Efreet and Gnome . What are the differences between those worlds, and why
that happens?"

It doesn't matter how much Leon thinks about it . He wouldn't find an answer without
finding some differences first . However, Leon already knew what the worlds that were

being invaded by several types of monsters had in common; all of them had sentient

species .

"Goblins couldn't talk, but they could build their own societies and cities . So, they can
be considered as the homo sapiens of Earth . . . Considering that, it makes sense that
monsters would attack the words that have such creatures, because they could learn new
skills faster and even mine mithril or other stones enriched with mana . "

That kind of information was valuable, but it wouldn't help Leon all that much .
Regardless, if monsters tend to invade worlds that had sentient beings, could it be than
all the other ten purple crystals would lead to planets like Earth, Miebos, and Celosie?
Leon couldn't imagine that .

" . . . I have to stop thinking about this for the time being . My goal is to find Amanda,
Maya, and the others . After that, I can afford to worry about other things . "

Although Leon wanted to move on, he didn't know what crystal he should choose . Just
like he didn't find any sign of humans nearby them, there wasn't much difference in
choosing one or another .
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"I guess I will start choosing the purple crystal most distant from the one that leads to

Earth…"

Gremlin (Fire) (Shadow)

Health: 12000/12000

Mana: 22000/22000

Stamina: 17000/17000

Strength: 1452

Dexterity: 2433
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Speed: 1452

Active Skills: Fly Lv 430, Fire Tornado Lv 415, Flame Thrower Lv 405, Fire
Creation Lv 410, Fire Transformation Lv 410, Fire Rush Lv 415

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 220, Fire Absorption Lv 450, Bloodthirsty Lv
420, Spearmanship Lv 340, Rage Lv 330, Darkness Resistance Lv 440

"They aren't like cute like in the movie . . . "



Leon was quite sure that the gremlins could be considered demons, at least their
attitude makes them look like that . They were burning buildings that were already
destroyed, putting trees on fire, and even killing each other for no reason .

Usually, Leon would turn around and get the hell out of there . But Leon didn't because
he was interested in their short spears . They seemed to be magic weapons, and it would
be a good idea to grab a few of them instead of half-killing monsters to drain their
mana .

"I don't want to rely on tools anymore, but even though it will be hard to transport so
many of them, it will be a good idea to have those around to save time . "

Since Leon stared at them for so long, the gremlins eventually felt his presence .
Although the little demons had several ranged skills, they were vicious and stupid to the
point of approaching Leon to pierce him with their spears . In the end, that caused their
downfall and helped Leon a lot . Shooting Plasma Bullets with the help of Fast
Conjuration, Leon killed them in seconds . However, the smell of blood attracted many,
many more gremlins . . . that world had been totally taken by them . It was a wonder
that the world as a whole didn't become a ball of fire .

Demonic Fire Spear

It grants you the skill: Fiery Pierce Lv 200 . Strength + 400, Speed + 400 .

Cost: 200 mana

Mana: 9620/10000

Although the weapon was more powerful than the liches' wands, it had less mana to be
drained . Surprisingly, Leon didn't manage to get the mana inside of it using Mana
Absorption . Only Mana-Eater worked on magic weapons . . .



"Well, I already expected some problems to use Mana Absorption . . . I can't have
everything I want, as always . "

It wouldn't change a thing since those little demons had already taken that world . But
Leon still felt refreshed in killing the creatures that couldn't do anything but cause
destruction .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

After two weeks, Leon finally explored that entire world . After a while, he was forced
to create a map using a steel plate in order to keep it safe while Leon was away . That
planet had three continents, and all of them had several mountains where the

hippogryphs used to create their nests and reproduce . That kind of information would
help Leon if he wanted to hunt them non-stop, but that wasnt the case .

This world has eleven purple crystals; one of them leads to Earth . So, I have ten
options . . .

Unfortunately, Leon didnt find any signs of humans in that world . He also didnt
manage to think of any ways to observe mana . . . even if Leon could, the chances of
him finding any traces after so many years were dim .



Although Leon had many doubts in his mind, he at least discovered a few things . One
of them was the fact that monsters from other worlds werent coming to the hippogryphs
world .

Mmm . . . why the monsters of other worlds arent coming to this one? I didnt notice

that before, but I didnt see any monsters aside from the devourers on the world where I

found Efreet and Gnome .What are the differences between those worlds, and why that
happens?

It doesnt matter how much Leon thinks about it . He wouldnt find an answer without
finding some differences first . However, Leon already knew what the worlds that were

being invaded by several types of monsters had in common; all of them had sentient

species .

Goblins couldnt talk, but they could build their own societies and cities . So, they can
be considered as the homo sapiens of Earth . . . Considering that, it makes sense that
monsters would attack the words that have such creatures, because they could learn new
skills faster and even mine mithril or other stones enriched with mana .

That kind of information was valuable, but it wouldnt help Leon all that much .
Regardless, if monsters tend to invade worlds that had sentient beings, could it be than
all the other ten purple crystals would lead to planets like Earth, Miebos, and Celosie?
Leon couldnt imagine that .

. . . I have to stop thinking about this for the time being . My goal is to find Amanda,
Maya, and the others . After that, I can afford to worry about other things .

Although Leon wanted to move on, he didnt know what crystal he should choose . Just
like he didnt find any sign of humans nearby them, there wasnt much difference in
choosing one or another .

I guess I will start choosing the purple crystal most distant from the one that leads to
Earth…



Gremlin (Fire) (Shadow)

Health: 12000/12000

Mana: 22000/22000

Stamina: 17000/17000

Strength: 1452

Dexterity: 2433

Speed: 1452

Active Skills: Fly Lv 430, Fire Tornado Lv 415, Flame Thrower Lv 405, Fire
Creation Lv 410, Fire Transformation Lv 410, Fire Rush Lv 415

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 220, Fire Absorption Lv 450, Bloodthirsty Lv
420, Spearmanship Lv 340, Rage Lv 330, Darkness Resistance Lv 440

They arent like cute like in the movie . . .

Leon was quite sure that the gremlins could be considered demons, at least their
attitude makes them look like that . They were burning buildings that were already
destroyed, putting trees on fire, and even killing each other for no reason .

Usually, Leon would turn around and get the hell out of there . But Leon didnt because
he was interested in their short spears . They seemed to be magic weapons, and it would
be a good idea to grab a few of them instead of half-killing monsters to drain their
mana .



I dont want to rely on tools anymore, but even though it will be hard to transport so
many of them, it will be a good idea to have those around to save time .

Since Leon stared at them for so long, the gremlins eventually felt his presence .
Although the little demons had several ranged skills, they were vicious and stupid to the
point of approaching Leon to pierce him with their spears . In the end, that caused their
downfall and helped Leon a lot . Shooting Plasma Bullets with the help of Fast
Conjuration, Leon killed them in seconds . However, the smell of blood attracted many,
many more gremlins . . . that world had been totally taken by them . It was a wonder
that the world as a whole didnt become a ball of fire .

Demonic Fire Spear

It grants you the skill: Fiery Pierce Lv 200 . Strength + 400, Speed + 400 .

Cost: 200 mana

Mana: 9620/10000

Although the weapon was more powerful than the liches wands, it had less mana to be
drained . Surprisingly, Leon didnt manage to get the mana inside of it using Mana
Absorption . Only Mana-Eater worked on magic weapons . . .

Well, I already expected some problems to use Mana Absorption . . . I cant have
everything I want, as always .

It wouldnt change a thing since those little demons had already taken that world . But
Leon still felt refreshed in killing the creatures that couldnt do anything but cause
destruction .
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Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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"Two thousand spears should be enough to produce . . . twenty kilograms of mithril . It
won't be enough to explore an entire world, but it would be a pain to carry more than
this . "

Although transporting everything using Telekinesis was simple, Leon was focusing on
speed, so he couldn't even carry all that much demonic spears while running . Monsters
could feel the mana, so burying the weapons on the ground was a waste of time .



Regardless, Leon returned to the hippogryph's world, and then he headed toward the
second purple crystal that was the farthest away from the one that would make Leon
return to Earth .

"Considering my past experiences, I will find only any traces of them in the last

dungeon . . . "

There was no point in wondering about such possibilities, even if they were right . So,
Leon touched the purple crystal . . . two months later, after investigating the last
dungeon of that world, Leon returned to the hippogryphs' world, and then he laid his
back on the ground . Leon was exhausted .

"Oh, boy . . . now what?" Leon said after a long sigh .

Leon didn't find a single trace of human activity in any of those ten worlds . At first, he
just investigated the worlds that had less violent monsters, but after finding nothing in
those, Leon also examined the most violent planets . . . but he found nothing . Those
ten worlds had dungeons that would take Leon to other planets . . . but the possibilities
were big enough to make Leon feel dizzy just thinking about them .

Sponsored Content
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"I'm overlooking something . . . " Leon said .

Leon was confident that Amanda, Maya, Hector, Sasha, and Betty didn't flee to another
world with a small group of people . In fact, it wouldn't be weird if they left Earth
alongside hundreds of thousands of survivors . Considering that, it was evident that
they wouldn't move so much away from Earth, and they would keep an eye on the
planet in case something happens .



"There is also a chance that they learned a movement skill like Checkpoint or Transfer
by chance . . . Checkpoint would be most likely since it isn't that difficult to reproduce
and use . If they had that, they wouldn't have to cross dungeons in case suddenly
something happens, and this planet loses its connection to Earth . "

"I can't speculate all that much without any concrete proofs . . . I guess I will have to
take my chances and investigate this world using Mana Dominion . "

It was risky, but Leon didn't have much choice . He could only hope that Vigilance
would alert him on time in case something happens . Besides, Leon's practice was also
going slow since, after so many failures, he decided to focus solely on looking for his
friends . . . Leon had to find them as soon as possible before something happens with

him or Earth .

The very moment Leon used Mana Dominion, he felt several presences and some kind
of magic barrier . . . below him . Leon sighed, it was one very basic way to hide, and
he didn't think about it .

Sponsored Content
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"I have been visiting this place quite a few times, but I didn't see anyone until now . . .
why? They don't leave their hideout no matter what? That can't be possible . . . how
can they get food and water?"

As always, Leon had many questions, but he wouldn't be able to get the answers
alone . So, he started to dig using Earth Manipulation and Geomancy . Since it would
be dangerous if the hippogryphs see him doing that, Leon decided to exterminate the
few hundreds of them that were living in the nearby mountains .



It didn't take long before Leon finally find something . Thirty meters underground, he
found some kind of glass, Leon could feel a lot of mana in it . So, it was evident that it
had some magical properties . Leon couldn't see what was on the other side because the
glass was very dense, and the mana probably was influencing on that .

"Bingo . . . "

Although the glass was very dense like a mana barrier, Leon managed to use Transfer
and appear inside of it . As long as he was sure that such places existed, Leon used his
skills like that . Regardless, it wasn't time to think about that . . . Leon saw a relatively

large city below him . The place was much larger than Leon imagined, and the number
of survivors was high just as he had expected, and possibly all the survivors there were
ready to attack since their hands were being pointed to Leon, who was falling .

"Hey . . . I come in peace, don't shoot . " Leon shouted and waved his hands .

Leon tried to look as friendly as possible, but since he currently looked like the swamp
monster like Yuki said, it didn't work .When he was fifty meters above the floor of the

city, the survivors started to shoot at him all kinds of spells . As expected, Anti-Mana
Field destroyed those, but Leon's mana was quickly decreasing .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Two thousand spears should be enough to produce . . . twenty kilograms of mithril . It
wont be enough to explore an entire world, but it would be a pain to carry more than
this .

Although transporting everything using Telekinesis was simple, Leon was focusing on
speed, so he couldnt even carry all that much demonic spears while running . Monsters
could feel the mana, so burying the weapons on the ground was a waste of time .

Regardless, Leon returned to the hippogryphs world, and then he headed toward the
second purple crystal that was the farthest away from the one that would make Leon
return to Earth .



Considering my past experiences, I will find only any traces of them in the last

dungeon . . .

There was no point in wondering about such possibilities, even if they were right . So,
Leon touched the purple crystal . . . two months later, after investigating the last
dungeon of that world, Leon returned to the hippogryphs world, and then he laid his
back on the ground . Leon was exhausted .

Oh, boy . . . now what? Leon said after a long sigh .

Leon didnt find a single trace of human activity in any of those ten worlds . At first, he
just investigated the worlds that had less violent monsters, but after finding nothing in
those, Leon also examined the most violent planets . . . but he found nothing . Those
ten worlds had dungeons that would take Leon to other planets . . . but the possibilities
were big enough to make Leon feel dizzy just thinking about them .

Im overlooking something . . . Leon said .

Leon was confident that Amanda, Maya, Hector, Sasha, and Betty didnt flee to another
world with a small group of people . In fact, it wouldnt be weird if they left Earth
alongside hundreds of thousands of survivors . Considering that, it was evident that
they wouldnt move so much away from Earth, and they would keep an eye on the
planet in case something happens .

There is also a chance that they learned a movement skill like Checkpoint or Transfer
by chance . . . Checkpoint would be most likely since it isnt that difficult to reproduce
and use . If they had that, they wouldnt have to cross dungeons in case suddenly
something happens, and this planet loses its connection to Earth .

I cant speculate all that much without any concrete proofs . . . I guess I will have to
take my chances and investigate this world using Mana Dominion .



It was risky, but Leon didnt have much choice . He could only hope that Vigilance
would alert him on time in case something happens . Besides, Leons practice was also
going slow since, after so many failures, he decided to focus solely on looking for his
friends . . . Leon had to find them as soon as possible before something happens with

him or Earth .

The very moment Leon used Mana Dominion, he felt several presences and some kind
of magic barrier . . . below him . Leon sighed, it was one very basic way to hide, and
he didnt think about it .

I have been visiting this place quite a few times, but I didnt see anyone until now . . .
why? They dont leave their hideout no matter what? That cant be possible . . . how can

they get food and water?

As always, Leon had many questions, but he wouldnt be able to get the answers alone .
So, he started to dig using Earth Manipulation and Geomancy . Since it would be
dangerous if the hippogryphs see him doing that, Leon decided to exterminate the few
hundreds of them that were living in the nearby mountains .

It didnt take long before Leon finally find something . Thirty meters underground, he
found some kind of glass, Leon could feel a lot of mana in it . So, it was evident that it
had some magical properties . Leon couldnt see what was on the other side because the
glass was very dense, and the mana probably was influencing on that .

Bingo . . .

Although the glass was very dense like a mana barrier, Leon managed to use Transfer
and appear inside of it . As long as he was sure that such places existed, Leon used his
skills like that . Regardless, it wasnt time to think about that . . . Leon saw a relatively

large city below him . The place was much larger than Leon imagined, and the number
of survivors was high just as he had expected, and possibly all the survivors there were
ready to attack since their hands were being pointed to Leon, who was falling .



Hey . . . I come in peace, dont shoot . Leon shouted and waved his hands .

Leon tried to look as friendly as possible, but since he currently looked like the swamp
monster like Yuki said, it didnt work . When he was fifty meters above the floor of the

city, the survivors started to shoot at him all kinds of spells . As expected, Anti-Mana
Field destroyed those, but Leons mana was quickly decreasing .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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When Leon's mana was about to end, he used Transfer and reappeared above the city .
He had to recover his mana, so he used the remaining mithril box . He had to do that
and then let the people of the city attack his Anti-Mana Field again .



Leon had to do that for a few minutes before they finally gave up, but he wasn't mad at
them . Thanks to them, Leon leveled up that skill up to level one hundred twenty . So,
Leon was in a very mood . . . he found the place where his sister and niece were
probably hiding, and he obtained sixty status points just like that . . . he had no reason
not to be .

"Hello, guys . " Leon smiled . "My name is Leon, and I'm looking for . . . some
acquaintances . Can any of you lead me to your leader? I guarantee that I mean no

harm and just want to talk . As you can imagine, even any reasonable people would
have attacked you guys back, but I'm not here to waste time with conflicts . "

"I'm the leader of this place," A familiar-looking green-eyed man said . " . . . What do

you want?"

Leon couldn't help but sigh . . . why the hell Hector was still the leader of so many
people after hundreds of years? It was also a pain in the ass that he would be again the

first person he would find upon finding some traces of his family .

"Not you again, Hector," Leon showed a fed-up expression . "I want to talk with
Amanda, not you . "

"What?" Hector frowned .

"Does the name 'Leon' ring any bells?" Leon asked .

"I met many who had that name . . . " Hector answered . "What about it?"

"How many of them do you know who are . . . I don't believe I'm saying this . . . your
brother-in-law?" Leon asked .

"I don't have a brother-in-law . . . " Hector said .



"This isn't going anywhere . . . " Leon sighed . "I'm your brother-in-law who taught

you magic and is, unfortunately, once was your best friend . We lost a lot of time

during our youth doing useless things . . . the most recent was you trying to hit my balls
with magic . Do you remember that?"

Hector looked at Leon as if he was saying some impossible nonsensical things . Now
that Leon looked at him more clearly, Hector seemed very tired . Even after four years
of fighting for his life, Hector still looked a bit youthful when Leon found him eight

years ago . . . but even though he didn't age, Hector seemed very tired .

" . . . It doesn't matter if you don't remember me, where are Amanda and Maya?" Leon
asked .

"Ouch . . . that piercing gaze hurts," Leon forced a smile . "I guess even you forgot
about me, huh . . . Dear little sister . "

" . . . Who might you be?" Amanda frowned while she was holding a green bow
tightly . "Have we met before? I don't recall seeing someone like you before . . . "

Leon hoped for a few seconds for Amanda to start to laugh and say that was a joke . . .
but that didn't happen .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Really? Now of all times?"

Leon couldn't remember the last time he cried . . . so, when he felt his eyes getting
filled with tears, he looked up and sighed . He didn't want to embarrass himself in front
of such a crowd . . . Regardless, thanks to his actions, he finally noticed how the people

managed to live in such a place . The glass covering the city was a spell and ignored all
the earth above and around them . . . somehow . It was like they weren't even living
underground, since Leon had no idea how to replicate that, he felt amazed .

" . . . I guess I will return later," Leon said . "I would like to buy some clothes, where
can I find them?"

"We can give you some for free . . . " Hector said . "What kind of clothes do you want?"

"Anything is fine, I just don't want to keep looking out of place like this," Leon said .

In fact, Leon looked like a caveman who just came from the Stone Age to the

future . . . Regardless, Leon managed to preserve his little bit of dignity and after
Hector found some clothes for him . He disappeared without saying a word .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 11885 +

Stamina: 175 +



Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 5425+

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 256,571,235

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Mana-Eater Lv 280, Mana Armor Lv 132, Electromancy Lv 221,
Electric Armor Lv 221, Thunder Blessing Lv 221, Plasma Arrow Lv 105, Mana



Absorption Lv 360, Anti-Mana Field Lv 120, Tornado Lv 10, Cyclone Lv 10, Ignite
Lv 10, Earth Rocket Lv 10, Fire Rocket Lv 10

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 70, Multi-Conjuration Lv 245, Magic
Craftsmanship Lv 413, Magic Blacksmith Lv 413, Fast Conjuration Lv 280, Zen Lv
25,

When Leons mana was about to end, he used Transfer and reappeared above the city .
He had to recover his mana, so he used the remaining mithril box . He had to do that
and then let the people of the city attack his Anti-Mana Field again .

Leon had to do that for a few minutes before they finally gave up, but he wasnt mad at
them . Thanks to them, Leon leveled up that skill up to level one hundred twenty . So,
Leon was in a very mood . . . he found the place where his sister and niece were
probably hiding, and he obtained sixty status points just like that . . . he had no reason
not to be .

Hello, guys . Leon smiled . My name is Leon, and Im looking for . . . some
acquaintances . Can any of you lead me to your leader? I guarantee that I mean no

harm and just want to talk . As you can imagine, even any reasonable people would
have attacked you guys back, but Im not here to waste time with conflicts .

Im the leader of this place, A familiar-looking green-eyed man said . . . . What do you

want?

Leon couldnt help but sigh . . . why the hell Hector was still the leader of so many
people after hundreds of years? It was also a pain in the ass that he would be again the

first person he would find upon finding some traces of his family .

Not you again, Hector, Leon showed a fed-up expression . I want to talk with Amanda,
not you .



What? Hector frowned .

Does the name Leon ring any bells? Leon asked .

I met many who had that name . . . Hector answered . What about it?

How many of them do you know who are . . . I dont believe Im saying this . . . your
brother-in-law? Leon asked .

I dont have a brother-in-law . . . Hector said .

This isnt going anywhere . . . Leon sighed . Im your brother-in-law who taught you

magic and is, unfortunately, once was your best friend .We lost a lot of time during our

youth doing useless things . . . the most recent was you trying to hit my balls with
magic . Do you remember that?

Hector looked at Leon as if he was saying some impossible nonsensical things . Now
that Leon looked at him more clearly, Hector seemed very tired . Even after four years
of fighting for his life, Hector still looked a bit youthful when Leon found him eight

years ago . . . but even though he didnt age, Hector seemed very tired .

. . . It doesnt matter if you dont remember me, where are Amanda and Maya? Leon

asked .

Ouch . . . that piercing gaze hurts, Leon forced a smile . I guess even you forgot about
me, huh . . . Dear little sister .

. . . Who might you be? Amanda frowned while she was holding a green bow tightly .
Have we met before? I dont recall seeing someone like you before . . .



Leon hoped for a few seconds for Amanda to start to laugh and say that was a joke . . .
but that didnt happen .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Really? Now of all times?

Leon couldnt remember the last time he cried . . . so, when he felt his eyes getting
filled with tears, he looked up and sighed . He didnt want to embarrass himself in front
of such a crowd . . . Regardless, thanks to his actions, he finally noticed how the people

managed to live in such a place . The glass covering the city was a spell and ignored all
the earth above and around them . . . somehow . It was like they werent even living
underground, since Leon had no idea how to replicate that, he felt amazed .

. . . I guess I will return later, Leon said . I would like to buy some clothes, where can
I find them?

We can give you some for free . . . Hector said . What kind of clothes do you want?



Anything is fine, I just dont want to keep looking out of place like this, Leon said .

In fact, Leon looked like a caveman who just came from the Stone Age to the

future . . . Regardless, Leon managed to preserve his little bit of dignity and after
Hector found some clothes for him . He disappeared without saying a word .
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Control: 320 +
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Recovery: 2500 +



Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 256,571,235
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Skill List

Active Skills: Mana-Eater Lv 280, Mana Armor Lv 132, Electromancy Lv 221,
Electric Armor Lv 221, Thunder Blessing Lv 221, Plasma Arrow Lv 105, Mana
Absorption Lv 360, Anti-Mana Field Lv 120, Tornado Lv 10, Cyclone Lv 10, Ignite
Lv 10, Earth Rocket Lv 10, Fire Rocket Lv 10

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 70, Multi-Conjuration Lv 245, Magic
Craftsmanship Lv 413, Magic Blacksmith Lv 413, Fast Conjuration Lv 280, Zen Lv
25,
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"As expected, the difference between humans and animals is the clothes . . . and the
brain . . . and the fact that we do many shitty things . "

Although many people got surprised when Leon suddenly appeared, no one looked at
him as if he was some sort of weird creature . The clothes really do make the man . . .
Leon ignored the stares and just walked around the city since a spherical magic barrier
was protecting the city; every single meter was being well-used . There was a limit of
how the city could grow, and it looked like it already reached that limit since Leon
couldn't see cars or any vehicles .



"Come to think of it; those are pretty much useless now . . . "

Although Leon couldn't see any vehicles, he could see several points being monitored
by soldiers . When he approached, he felt the mana similar to the places when he
created a Checkpoint . Most likely, those Checkpoints would move the inhabitants of
that city to the dungeons of the world without being noticed by anyone or anything .

The city was five kilometers long and wide, Leon didn't see any signboards with the
name of the place, but it wasn't necessary . Despite everything, that was just a hideout .
It wasn't their home . . . While Leon was thinking about that, he saw Hector

approaching . Probably some of his soldiers recognized Leon by his presence instead of
his appearance, and that was why he decided to come .

"Hey . . . you really came," Hector forced a smile . "Sorry for before . . . we treated you
like a monster . "

"I can't blame you, I looked like a mess," Leon said without looking at Hector in the
eye . "Anyway, you have a really nice place here . It is almost as good as Japan . . . you
guys did well consider that you have to start from scratch . "

"Are you talking about the immortal empress?" Hector frowned . "You talk as if you
know her or saw her recently . "

"I know, and I visited her recently," Leon said . "It was thanks to her that I found you
guys . "

"I see . . . " Hector hesitated . "About what you said before . . . We feel like we knew

someone called Leon before, but it looks like that was a long time ago . So, we . . . "

"Neither of you remember me," Leon said . "The same thing happened to Yuki and
Ren . . . it doesn't surprise me all that much . "



"Yeah . . . so we knew you, but then you died or something?" Hector asked .

"Summoning, teleport, and time dilation . . . " Hector massaged his eyebrows . "This is
pretty difficult to digest . "

"I know, you don't have to worry about that," Leon said . "Putting that aside, it looks
like Amanda and Maya are fine . You did well protect them . "

"Mmm? Ah . . . I don't think I did all that much," Hector forced another smile . "I feel
like I was the one who had been saved all the time . "

"I see . . . how are Betty and Sasha?" Leon asked .

"You know them too?" Hector frowned . "Come to think of it . I don't even know the

first time I met them . . . They were doing well; they are doing a good job training our
recruits . You said that you taught us magic, right? Maybe this runs in the family, but
Amanda is the best magic teacher of the city . . . even though she is an archer . As for
Maya, no one can fly as fast as her . "

"Is that so . . . " Leon looked to the barrier above and let out a long sigh .

Leon knew that feeling very well, that sense of distance . . . but he had never been on
the receiving end of it . Regardless, there was no point in thinking about it .

"Do you want to see them?" Hector asked . "Perhaps spending time with them will

make them recall something . "

"Did this conversation made you remember something?" Leon asked .

"No . . . but they are your family," Hector said . "Some events may make them recall

those lost memories . "



"I doubt that," Leon shook his head . "When they needed me most, I wasn't around,
but . . . I guess it is fine . Lead me to where they are . "

It would hurt a lot, but Leon at least had to try in order not to regret it later . Amidst
that city, some buildings were different; those were the training camps, the shops, and
the warehouses . Those were also the only buildings in New York that were different

from most .

"It almost looks as if Sarah was the one who made the design of the city," Leon
frowned .

"You know her, too?" Hector said, surprised . "She was actually the one who designed
the city . We don't have much space, so we had to build everything while being
cautious about using every single meter efficiently . "

After entering one of the training camps, Leon saw Amanda teaching some teenagers

how to create fast enough Steel Arrow . For a while, he just observed her . Amanda
also looked a bit tired; she was forcing herself to keep a smile on the face, and she
showed an even bigger smile when someone succeeded . . . Most likely, she taught
thousands of people that, but she was still was doing that in order to make her students
feel proud of themselves .

As expected, the difference between humans and animals is the clothes . . . and the
brain . . . and the fact that we do many shitty things .

Although many people got surprised when Leon suddenly appeared, no one looked at
him as if he was some sort of weird creature . The clothes really do make the man . . .
Leon ignored the stares and just walked around the city since a spherical magic barrier
was protecting the city; every single meter was being well-used . There was a limit of
how the city could grow, and it looked like it already reached that limit since Leon
couldnt see cars or any vehicles .

Come to think of it; those are pretty much useless now . . .



Although Leon couldnt see any vehicles, he could see several points being monitored
by soldiers . When he approached, he felt the mana similar to the places when he
created a Checkpoint . Most likely, those Checkpoints would move the inhabitants of
that city to the dungeons of the world without being noticed by anyone or anything .

The city was five kilometers long and wide, Leon didnt see any signboards with the
name of the place, but it wasnt necessary . Despite everything, that was just a hideout .
It wasnt their home . . . While Leon was thinking about that, he saw Hector

approaching . Probably some of his soldiers recognized Leon by his presence instead of
his appearance, and that was why he decided to come .

Hey . . . you really came, Hector forced a smile . Sorry for before . . . we treated you
like a monster .

I cant blame you, I looked like a mess, Leon said without looking at Hector in the eye .
Anyway, you have a really nice place here . It is almost as good as Japan . . . you guys
did well consider that you have to start from scratch .

Are you talking about the immortal empress? Hector frowned . You talk as if you know
her or saw her recently .

I know, and I visited her recently, Leon said . It was thanks to her that I found you
guys .

I see . . . Hector hesitated . About what you said before . . . We feel like we knew

someone called Leon before, but it looks like that was a long time ago . So, we . . .

Neither of you remember me, Leon said . The same thing happened to Yuki and
Ren . . . it doesnt surprise me all that much .

Yeah . . . so we knew you, but then you died or something? Hector asked .



Summoning, teleport, and time dilation . . . Hector massaged his eyebrows . This is
pretty difficult to digest .

I know, you dont have to worry about that, Leon said . Putting that aside, it looks like
Amanda and Maya are fine . You did well protect them .

Mmm? Ah . . . I dont think I did all that much, Hector forced another smile . I feel like
I was the one who had been saved all the time .

I see . . . how are Betty and Sasha? Leon asked .

You know them too? Hector frowned . Come to think of it . I dont even know the first

time I met them . . . They were doing well; they are doing a good job training our
recruits . You said that you taught us magic, right? Maybe this runs in the family, but
Amanda is the best magic teacher of the city . . . even though she is an archer . As for
Maya, no one can fly as fast as her .

Is that so . . . Leon looked to the barrier above and let out a long sigh .

Leon knew that feeling very well, that sense of distance . . . but he had never been on
the receiving end of it . Regardless, there was no point in thinking about it .

Do you want to see them? Hector asked . Perhaps spending time with them will make

them recall something .

Did this conversation made you remember something? Leon asked .

No . . . but they are your family, Hector said . Some events may make them recall those

lost memories .



I doubt that, Leon shook his head . When they needed me most, I wasnt around,
but . . . I guess it is fine . Lead me to where they are .

It would hurt a lot, but Leon at least had to try in order not to regret it later . Amidst
that city, some buildings were different; those were the training camps, the shops, and
the warehouses . Those were also the only buildings in New York that were different

from most .

It almost looks as if Sarah was the one who made the design of the city, Leon frowned .

You know her, too? Hector said, surprised . She was actually the one who designed the
city . We dont have much space, so we had to build everything while being cautious
about using every single meter efficiently .

After entering one of the training camps, Leon saw Amanda teaching some teenagers

how to create fast enough Steel Arrow . For a while, he just observed her . Amanda
also looked a bit tired; she was forcing herself to keep a smile on the face, and she
showed an even bigger smile when someone succeeded . . . Most likely, she taught
thousands of people that, but she was still was doing that in order to make her students
feel proud of themselves .
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"Hey . . . you look more like a human now," Amanda said . "Sorry about the other
day . . . "

"Don't be," Leon said . "Your actions were only justified . "



" . . . We do really have some physical similarities," Amanda rubbed her chin . "Your
hair and eyes . . . Although I feel that obviously had a brother and parents . . . I don't
remember a single thing about them . I'm sorry to say this bluntly . "

"No problem," Leon smiled . "You are alive and well, and that is the only thing that
matters . "

"Thank you for your understanding," Amanda said .

Things got really awkward about that, Leon didn't know what to say or ask, and
Amanda clearly had no interest in the stranger that claimed to be her brother . That was
the price of those who lived long lives had to pay . . . Amanda lived so much, cried so
much, laughed so much and fought so much that those emotions lost their heaviness
after so much time . Although that was his little sister, at the same it wasn't . . . it
couldn't be helped, it was like to compare a forty-five years old woman with the child
she was when she was only a toddler .

Without photographs, videos, or even paints, there was no way someone could keep on
their memories the face or voice of someone for nine centuries . . . it was absolutely
impossible . Noticing that Leon hoped a bit too much for a happy reunion, he started to
feel like a fool .

"Well, you look tired, so I won't take any more of your time," Leon said .

"Yes, excuse me," Amanda smiled and then left .

Leon waited and observed Amanda while she left the building . . . something was very
off, and he was only a small part of the equation .

"Did something happen between you two?" Leon asked .



" . . . We got divorced two hundred years ago," Hector answered .

"I see . . . " Leon said .

Leon recognized once more that nothing could beat time . . . time can beat everything,
even the human's emotions that many thought that it was very powerful .

" . . . Let's finish this," Leon said after a long sigh . "Take me to where Maya is . "

"Why?" Hector asked, showing cautiousness in his eyes .

"I just want to talk with her for a while," Leon said . "After talking with her, Sasha,
Betty and Sarah, I promise that won't bother you guys anymore . "

" . . . All right," Hector said .

If Amanda couldn't remember Leon, the chances of Maya recalling any memories of
when she was only one or two years old were very dim . Still, that was necessary .

Maya was like tactical missile while she was flying, Leon barely could follow her with

his eyes . One moment, a Hippogryph was flying, and then in the other, it would be
falling, headless . Maya's weapon of choice was a green sword, and Leon could feel
wind magic been emanated from it .

"Dad! And our . . . visitor . " Maya ran toward Hector but slowed down when she saw
Leon . "What are you two doing here?"

"Just walking around and breathing some fresh air," Hector smiled . "Is everything fine
around here? Did you find any mutants today?"



"No, everything is calm as ever," Maya smiled .

Although Leon wanted to chat with Maya, he didn't feel like after that initial exchange
of glances . Maya didn't like strangers . . . most likely because the people that were
used as human bombs in the past . Besides, Leon decided to stop disturbing the
conversation between daughter and father .

On that same day, Leon visited Sarah, Sasha, and Betty . All of them were amidst the

crowd when Leon invaded the city, so they looked at him with stern and cautious eyes .
It wasn't that surprising since they were quite pretty, but all of them were married and

had children . . . Betty was the leader of a family that had members of six generations .

"Well, this is it," Leon said . "Sorry for having bothered you . "

"It was nothing, you can come to visit us anytime," Hector said .

"If my goal is to harass the leader of the city and make him watch me all day long while

he keeps himself ready to attack, then I will do that . " Leon smiled .

Hector smiled nervously; his acting skills could use some work . He wasn't just the
leader of the city because he was popular, but probably because he was the strongest .
Regardless, Leon headed to the crystal that would lead him back to Earth . However, he
stopped to observe that world . . . that was Amanda and Maya's new home . It was
evident that they had no reason or wished to return to Earth . More importantly, it
looked like they finally found peace there . Although they still had to fight against
monsters, it wasn't like the hellish life they lived just like Leon in those five years . . .
They rebuilt human society there, and now hunting monsters was like working and

studying .

"They became ordinary people again . . . they can use mana and do things humans
couldn't do before . But they are no longer soldiers and warriors . . . there was no way



someone could keep themselves fighting a war for many years . They will only recover
their edge when this world reaches the next stage of assimilation . "

It was a pity, but Leon will never find his family and friends, not the ones he was
forced to leave eight years ago . . . while that was true for Leon, it was also true that he
became a relic of a past they couldn't bring themselves to remember .

Hey . . . you look more like a human now, Amanda said . Sorry about the other
day . . .

Dont be, Leon said . Your actions were only justified .

. . . We do really have some physical similarities, Amanda rubbed her chin . Your hair
and eyes . . . Although I feel that obviously had a brother and parents . . . I dont
remember a single thing about them . Im sorry to say this bluntly .

No problem, Leon smiled . You are alive and well, and that is the only thing that
matters .

Thank you for your understanding, Amanda said .

Things got really awkward about that, Leon didnt know what to say or ask, and
Amanda clearly had no interest in the stranger that claimed to be her brother . That was
the price of those who lived long lives had to pay . . . Amanda lived so much, cried so
much, laughed so much and fought so much that those emotions lost their heaviness
after so much time . Although that was his little sister, at the same it wasnt . . . it
couldnt be helped, it was like to compare a forty-five years old woman with the child
she was when she was only a toddler .

Without photographs, videos, or even paints, there was no way someone could keep on
their memories the face or voice of someone for nine centuries . . . it was absolutely



impossible . Noticing that Leon hoped a bit too much for a happy reunion, he started to
feel like a fool .

Well, you look tired, so I wont take any more of your time, Leon said .

Yes, excuse me, Amanda smiled and then left .

Leon waited and observed Amanda while she left the building . . . something was very
off, and he was only a small part of the equation .

Did something happen between you two? Leon asked .

. . . We got divorced two hundred years ago, Hector answered .

I see . . . Leon said .

Leon recognized once more that nothing could beat time . . . time can beat everything,
even the humans emotions that many thought that it was very powerful .

. . . Lets finish this, Leon said after a long sigh . Take me to where Maya is .

Why? Hector asked, showing cautiousness in his eyes .

I just want to talk with her for a while, Leon said . After talking with her, Sasha, Betty
and Sarah, I promise that wont bother you guys anymore .

. . . All right, Hector said .



If Amanda couldnt remember Leon, the chances of Maya recalling any memories of
when she was only one or two years old were very dim . Still, that was necessary .

Maya was like tactical missile while she was flying, Leon barely could follow her with

his eyes . One moment, a Hippogryph was flying, and then in the other, it would be
falling, headless . Mayas weapon of choice was a green sword, and Leon could feel
wind magic been emanated from it .

Dad! And our . . . visitor . Maya ran toward Hector but slowed down when she saw
Leon . What are you two doing here?

Just walking around and breathing some fresh air, Hector smiled . Is everything fine
around here? Did you find any mutants today?

No, everything is calm as ever, Maya smiled .

Although Leon wanted to chat with Maya, he didnt feel like after that initial exchange
of glances .Maya didnt like strangers . . . most likely because the people that were used
as human bombs in the past . Besides, Leon decided to stop disturbing the conversation
between daughter and father .

On that same day, Leon visited Sarah, Sasha, and Betty . All of them were amidst the

crowd when Leon invaded the city, so they looked at him with stern and cautious eyes .
It wasnt that surprising since they were quite pretty, but all of them were married and

had children . . . Betty was the leader of a family that had members of six generations .

Well, this is it, Leon said . Sorry for having bothered you .

It was nothing, you can come to visit us anytime, Hector said .



If my goal is to harass the leader of the city and make him watch me all day long while
he keeps himself ready to attack, then I will do that . Leon smiled .

Hector smiled nervously; his acting skills could use some work . He wasnt just the
leader of the city because he was popular, but probably because he was the strongest .
Regardless, Leon headed to the crystal that would lead him back to Earth . However, he
stopped to observe that world . . . that was Amanda and Mayas new home . It was
evident that they had no reason or wished to return to Earth . More importantly, it
looked like they finally found peace there . Although they still had to fight against
monsters, it wasnt like the hellish life they lived just like Leon in those five years . . .
They rebuilt human society there, and now hunting monsters was like working and

studying .

They became ordinary people again . . . they can use mana and do things humans
couldnt do before . But they are no longer soldiers and warriors . . . there was no way
someone could keep themselves fighting a war for many years . They will only recover
their edge when this world reaches the next stage of assimilation .

It was a pity, but Leon will never find his family and friends, not the ones he was
forced to leave eight years ago . . . while that was true for Leon, it was also true that he
became a relic of a past they couldnt bring themselves to remember .
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"Make me proud, Gisela . . . as my student number one, I have great hopes for you .
Don't make me depressed as everyone did . "

Even though Leon was saying that to himself, it was clear on his face and voice that he
wasn't expecting much . . . Regardless, after flying for a few hours, Leon eventually
found the dungeon . There was no traffic and no humans to cause problems along the



way, so the trip had been very peaceful . That being said, it looked like things would
get violent . . . Leon understood that after seeing the territory of Germany filled with
minotaurs .

Minotaur (Earth)

Health: 25000/25000

Mana: 8000/8000

Stamina: 19000/19000

Strength: 3345

Dexterity: 1423

Speed: 185

Active Skills: Strong Arms Lv 440, Bash Lv 385, Earth Transformation Lv 330,
Stone Skin Lv 410, Earth Spikes Lv 410, Stone Rain Lv 300

Passive Skills:Wind Resistance Lv 220, Fire Resistance Lv 350, Ax Mastery Lv 400,
Thunder Resistance Lv 330, Rage Lv 330, Poison Resistance Lv 290

They were three meters tall and had a fabulous physique . Unfortunately, their axes
were made of earth, so they couldn't be used by Leon . They tried to block Leon's
Plasma Arrows, but they failed miserably . Earth Transformation strengthened Their
axes, but it was far from being enough .



"It is a bit troublesome since they don't have much mana, but I guess I should drain
their mana . I just have to destroy their limbs using Plasma Arrows . "

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon spent quite a lot of time draining their mana, even though they didn't have a lot .
In just a few days, Leon created ten kilograms of mithril . Although he was doing that
and using that as an excuse to prepare himself, in fact, he was quite afraid of meeting
Gisela . To be forgotten by every single person on Earth while he was alive was
terrifying .

"All right . . . it is time to go, Leon . "

Leon appeared in the middle of grassland where several minotaurs were nearby, but he
didn't find any sign of battles or destruction nearby . If one could ignore the presence of
minotaurs, one would think that place was pretty peaceful . The grasslands almost
extended endlessly . . . that planet looked full of life .



"This place doesn't look much different than Earth . . . considering that, it would make
sense to build a base here, but why to create a massive tower that would reveal their
position?"

It was weird, Leon didn't know if Gisela, Tom, and Lennart became the leaders of that
human base, but it was possible considering the existence of that tower . . . they were
muscle-heads, after all .

Regardless, Leon used Transfer, and in an instant, he arrived on the region that tower
was . The city Leon found there was much larger, but also much more straightforward .
Instead of a magic barrier to hide its existence, Leon saw a thick and large steel wall .
The houses had weird shapes and sizes, so most likely, the people who lived in those
buildings created them . Regardless, the very moment Leon appeared, he got attacked
by magic projectiles . This time he looked like a human from the 21st century, but it
looked like unexpected visitors weren't welcome .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Once again, Leon decided to let those projectiles attack his Anti-Mana Field in order to
strengthen it and prove that he wasn't an enemy . It took quite a while for that to

happen when the guards that were patrolling above the walls noticed that it was a waste
of time attack him with magic . They decided to approach while holding their weapons
tightly .

Considering his past experiences, Leon imagined that he would find one or two
acquaintances working as a guard, but he only found strangers . Although those were
the guards of that place, their equipment wasn't uniform . . . so it seemed that they had
a lot of freedom while they work .

"Who are you? What do you want here?" A random guard asked .

"My name is Leon, and I'm looking for some friends who fled to this place three

hundred years ago," Leon answered .

Everyone looked at Leon with dubious eyes, but he ignored them since he already used

to that .

"You may look for whoever you want in our city," The guard said . "As long as you
prove that you are not an enemy . "

" . . . How do I do that?" Leon frowned .

"Climb that tower and defeat our best warriors, if you succeed, then your true intentions
will be recognized," The guard said .

Leon frowned and then sighed; he had no idea how something like that could prove

anything . . . it looked like all that was just an excuse to make Leon fight some
individuals .



Make me proud, Gisela . . . as my student number one, I have great hopes for you .
Dont make me depressed as everyone did .

Even though Leon was saying that to himself, it was clear on his face and voice that he
wasnt expecting much . . . Regardless, after flying for a few hours, Leon eventually
found the dungeon . There was no traffic and no humans to cause problems along the
way, so the trip had been very peaceful . That being said, it looked like things would
get violent . . . Leon understood that after seeing the territory of Germany filled with
minotaurs .

Minotaur (Earth)

Health: 25000/25000

Mana: 8000/8000

Stamina: 19000/19000

Strength: 3345

Dexterity: 1423

Speed: 185

Active Skills: Strong Arms Lv 440, Bash Lv 385, Earth Transformation Lv 330,
Stone Skin Lv 410, Earth Spikes Lv 410, Stone Rain Lv 300

Passive Skills:Wind Resistance Lv 220, Fire Resistance Lv 350, Ax Mastery Lv 400,
Thunder Resistance Lv 330, Rage Lv 330, Poison Resistance Lv 290



They were three meters tall and had a fabulous physique . Unfortunately, their axes
were made of earth, so they couldnt be used by Leon . They tried to block Leons
Plasma Arrows, but they failed miserably . Earth Transformation strengthened Their
axes, but it was far from being enough .

It is a bit troublesome since they dont have much mana, but I guess I should drain their
mana . I just have to destroy their limbs using Plasma Arrows .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon spent quite a lot of time draining their mana, even though they didnt have a lot .
In just a few days, Leon created ten kilograms of mithril . Although he was doing that
and using that as an excuse to prepare himself, in fact, he was quite afraid of meeting
Gisela . To be forgotten by every single person on Earth while he was alive was
terrifying .

All right . . . it is time to go, Leon .



Leon appeared in the middle of grassland where several minotaurs were nearby, but he
didnt find any sign of battles or destruction nearby . If one could ignore the presence of
minotaurs, one would think that place was pretty peaceful . The grasslands almost
extended endlessly . . . that planet looked full of life .

This place doesnt look much different than Earth . . . considering that, it would make
sense to build a base here, but why to create a massive tower that would reveal their
position?

It was weird, Leon didnt know if Gisela, Tom, and Lennart became the leaders of that
human base, but it was possible considering the existence of that tower . . . they were
muscle-heads, after all .

Regardless, Leon used Transfer, and in an instant, he arrived on the region that tower
was . The city Leon found there was much larger, but also much more straightforward .
Instead of a magic barrier to hide its existence, Leon saw a thick and large steel wall .
The houses had weird shapes and sizes, so most likely, the people who lived in those
buildings created them . Regardless, the very moment Leon appeared, he got attacked
by magic projectiles . This time he looked like a human from the 21st century, but it
looked like unexpected visitors werent welcome .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Once again, Leon decided to let those projectiles attack his Anti-Mana Field in order to
strengthen it and prove that he wasnt an enemy . It took quite a while for that to happen

when the guards that were patrolling above the walls noticed that it was a waste of time
attack him with magic . They decided to approach while holding their weapons tightly .

Considering his past experiences, Leon imagined that he would find one or two
acquaintances working as a guard, but he only found strangers . Although those were
the guards of that place, their equipment wasnt uniform . . . so it seemed that they had
a lot of freedom while they work .

Who are you? What do you want here? A random guard asked .

My name is Leon, and Im looking for some friends who fled to this place three hundred

years ago, Leon answered .

Everyone looked at Leon with dubious eyes, but he ignored them since he already used

to that .

You may look for whoever you want in our city, The guard said . As long as you prove
that you are not an enemy .

. . . How do I do that? Leon frowned .

Climb that tower and defeat our best warriors, if you succeed, then your true intentions
will be recognized, The guard said .



Leon frowned and then sighed; he had no idea how something like that could prove

anything . . . it looked like all that was just an excuse to make Leon fight some
individuals .
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The tower was in the middle of the city, and now that Leon was close, he could see that
the place didn't have all that many floors . The tower had ten levels, and Leon would
have to defeat ten warriors to prove that he wasn't an enemy .

"This place doesn't seem too bad . . . but it looks only the strong can prove their points
here . "

Leon could see some kids playing around and teenagers practicing their skills . They
didn't look in any way sad or beaten… it looked like the current leader of the city was

a good guy who didn't tolerate violence against the weak .

The tower of the sin . . . it was the name of that tower . Now Leon was sure that the

same kid named both the city and the tower . That tower was made of steel, and every
floor was separated by thirty meters of pure steel . Even if superhuman like beings fight
there, the place wouldn't be destroyed .

Although the inhabitants of that place looked at Leon with dubious eyes, they didn't
seem afraid since fifty heavily armed guys surrounded him . Perhaps they would feel
some fear if they knew that Leon got attacked by several minutes but didn't suffer a
single scratch .

"Enter," The guard said .



When they arrived at the tower, the guards made sure that Leon had no route to escape,
and the only possible path was to enter the tower . Leon couldn't help but sigh if they
wanted to close all the routes, they also had to fly . . .

Regardless, the steel gates of the tower opened, and Leon entered without any
hesitation . The first thing Leon found was a long ladder around the walls of the tower,
the inside of the place was one hundred meters long and wide, but it looked like Leon
would have to climb a little before finding his first challenge . Eventually, Leon met the
first warrior he would have to face . Although he expected to hear some cheesy lines,
the man on the other side of the room just readied his sword .

"No talk, huh," Leon said .

It looked like there were no rules for the battle or someone to oversee the action, so
Leon just attacked using Mana Bullets, the swordsman didn't see the attack, but it felt
the air vibrating . The warrior tried to dodge while protecting his head using his sword,
he succeeded in preserving his head, but Leon hit every single other part of his body
and break his bones since he wasn't wearing any single piece of armor . The warrior fell
on the floor, unconscious due to the amount of damage he received, and Leon
approached it while he was moaning in pain to heal his body .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .googletag.cmd.push(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"I should do this in order to make them spread the word that I'm not an enemy . "

Although the battle ended quickly, Leon obtained some status points, so he was feeling
quite generous . Soon the warrior woke up and then granted Leon the chance to move
to the next floor .

The second warrior was a redhead, female archer . She also wasn't wearing any armor
so Leon couldn't help but wonder if that was a thing or he would face more equipped
adversaries the more he climbs the tower . Once Leon got ready, the archer shot several
steel arrows in fast succession, and much to his surprise, he didn't see her stopping her
attacks .

Even if Leon's Anti-Mana Field wouldn't stop those arrows, since those had been
created by magic but had physical forms, Leon stopped the arrows using Telekinesis
and then connected them all together using Gravity . That action created a giant steel
arrow that, at the same time, protected Leon and could be used as a weapon .

Leon shot the massive chunk of steel, and that made the female warrior pale since the
speed was unbelievable, but she passed out after being hit by an Earth Punch on her
face . The steel arrows would be an overkill, and Leon wasn't there to kill anyone . So,
he did that and waited for the female warrior to wake up .

The difficulty increased a little bit with every warrior . So, Leon started to wonder if
that wasn't something that came out of a game or something . Still, Leon faced lancers,
swordsmen, archers . . . but not a single mage . So, he couldn't help but frown after he
defeated the seventh warrior .

"What the hell . . . I wasted my time teaching so many people, and the best thing they
could create using mana are steel plates?"



Certainly, being a mage wasn't easy . . . the ordinary ones couldn't do anything or fight
for longer periods without mana potions . But that kind of barrier only helped Leon to
find creative ways to solve his problems . While Leon was thinking about that, he
reached the eighth floor, and there he finally found someone familiar . . . Tom .

"Welcome, young warrior," Tom smiled brightly . "You did well come so far and
surviving until this point . It has been thirty years since someone reached this floor and
challenged me . "

"So, no more silent battles now, huh," Leon said . "I guess it is already obvious who are
the two I will have to face later . . . "

Tom didn't change all that much physically, but it looked like his attitude changed a
little . . . Regardless, he didn't recognize Leon either .

The tower was in the middle of the city, and now that Leon was close, he could see that
the place didnt have all that many floors . The tower had ten levels, and Leon would
have to defeat ten warriors to prove that he wasnt an enemy .

This place doesnt seem too bad . . . but it looks only the strong can prove their points
here .

Leon could see some kids playing around and teenagers practicing their skills . They
didnt look in any way sad or beaten… it looked like the current leader of the city was a
good guy who didnt tolerate violence against the weak .

The tower of the sin . . . it was the name of that tower . Now Leon was sure that the

same kid named both the city and the tower . That tower was made of steel, and every
floor was separated by thirty meters of pure steel . Even if superhuman like beings fight
there, the place wouldnt be destroyed .



Although the inhabitants of that place looked at Leon with dubious eyes, they didnt
seem afraid since fifty heavily armed guys surrounded him . Perhaps they would feel
some fear if they knew that Leon got attacked by several minutes but didnt suffer a
single scratch .

Enter, The guard said .

When they arrived at the tower, the guards made sure that Leon had no route to escape,
and the only possible path was to enter the tower . Leon couldnt help but sigh if they
wanted to close all the routes, they also had to fly . . .

Regardless, the steel gates of the tower opened, and Leon entered without any
hesitation . The first thing Leon found was a long ladder around the walls of the tower,
the inside of the place was one hundred meters long and wide, but it looked like Leon
would have to climb a little before finding his first challenge . Eventually, Leon met the
first warrior he would have to face . Although he expected to hear some cheesy lines,
the man on the other side of the room just readied his sword .

No talk, huh, Leon said .

It looked like there were no rules for the battle or someone to oversee the action, so
Leon just attacked using Mana Bullets, the swordsman didnt see the attack, but it felt
the air vibrating . The warrior tried to dodge while protecting his head using his sword,
he succeeded in preserving his head, but Leon hit every single other part of his body
and break his bones since he wasnt wearing any single piece of armor . The warrior fell
on the floor, unconscious due to the amount of damage he received, and Leon
approached it while he was moaning in pain to heal his body .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Bullet has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

I should do this in order to make them spread the word that Im not an enemy .

Although the battle ended quickly, Leon obtained some status points, so he was feeling
quite generous . Soon the warrior woke up and then granted Leon the chance to move
to the next floor .

The second warrior was a redhead, female archer . She also wasnt wearing any armor
so Leon couldnt help but wonder if that was a thing or he would face more equipped
adversaries the more he climbs the tower . Once Leon got ready, the archer shot several
steel arrows in fast succession, and much to his surprise, he didnt see her stopping her
attacks .

Even if Leons Anti-Mana Field wouldnt stop those arrows, since those had been
created by magic but had physical forms, Leon stopped the arrows using Telekinesis
and then connected them all together using Gravity . That action created a giant steel
arrow that, at the same time, protected Leon and could be used as a weapon .

Leon shot the massive chunk of steel, and that made the female warrior pale since the
speed was unbelievable, but she passed out after being hit by an Earth Punch on her
face . The steel arrows would be an overkill, and Leon wasnt there to kill anyone . So,
he did that and waited for the female warrior to wake up .



The difficulty increased a little bit with every warrior . So, Leon started to wonder if
that wasnt something that came out of a game or something . Still, Leon faced lancers,
swordsmen, archers . . . but not a single mage . So, he couldnt help but frown after he
defeated the seventh warrior .

What the hell . . . I wasted my time teaching so many people, and the best thing they
could create using mana are steel plates?

Certainly, being a mage wasnt easy . . . the ordinary ones couldnt do anything or fight
for longer periods without mana potions . But that kind of barrier only helped Leon to
find creative ways to solve his problems . While Leon was thinking about that, he
reached the eighth floor, and there he finally found someone familiar . . . Tom .

Welcome, young warrior, Tom smiled brightly . You did well come so far and
surviving until this point . It has been thirty years since someone reached this floor and
challenged me .

So, no more silent battles now, huh, Leon said . I guess it is already obvious who are
the two I will have to face later . . .

Tom didnt change all that much physically, but it looked like his attitude changed a
little . . . Regardless, he didnt recognize Leon either .
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"I don't know how he obtained that, but . . . I can't go easy on him . "



Leon and Tom were on a confined space, but it was still possible to summon an Ice
Meteor, the magic projectile wouldn't have much speed, but its area of effect would be
massive .

When Tom took the first step forward, Leon started to fire Spinning Earth Arrows .
Tom tried to destroy all of the projectiles by swinging his hammer . Although the
weapon had his size, he could move around as if it was a dagger .

"Hehehe, now we are talking!" Tom said . "It has been fifty years since someone so
powerful managed to push me back all this much!"

Leon ignored the fact that Tom made him recall a middle boss of a console RPG and
just kept firing Spinning Earth Arrows . There was no reason to stop since his adversary
was quite powerful, and the skill was also leveling up .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



"Hahaha, very good, very good!" Tom said . "It has been a while since I have seen a
mage with this much skill after Lennart . . . However, for how long can you keep using

your magic like that?"

Leon frowned, he recalled that Tom was quite a friendly man, but he didn't remember
him being so talkative, and he didn't enjoy the fights all that much . Regardless, it was
time to end that . Leon was attacking using earth magic because he defeated Tom using

something very similar, but obviously, only that didn't trigger any memories of his
past .

Leon activated Fast Conjuration, and the number of Spinning Earth Arrows increased
almost six times, and that got Tom by surprise .

"What?!" Tom said, surprised while he used his hammer to protect his head .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled

up .googletag.cmd.push(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon didn't want to kill Tom, only wear him out and then obtain some status points .
Fortunately, Leon succeeded in both, only because he had a lot of mithril hidden in his
clothes . So, it was impossible for ordinary adversaries noticing him using

Mana-Eater .

"You defeated me . You can face the next warrior," Tom said .

Leon sighed and massaged his eyebrows that looked too similar to an event of a game,
so he couldn't help but do so . Regardless, Leon looked at Tom for a while, waiting for
him to recognize Leon, but nothing happened after a while . So, Leon moved to the
next floor .

As expected, Lennart would be Leon's next adversary . He grew up a little bit, and now
he looked more mature . . . at least that was the image Leon had after seeing him
meditating .

"Hey, kid," Leon said . "Long time, no see . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Lennart opened his eyes and frowned when he saw Leon . Obviously, he didn't
recognize Leon . He only reacted to his words since those also sounded like an insult or
taunt .

"It has been a long time since someone defeated Tom," Lennart said . "I guess it is
finally time for me to work again . . . Mmm? I don't see weapons or items in you, how
did you defeat him? You made a lot of noise, and you are even unscathed?"

"All right, kid," Leon said . "I will show you how I defeated him . You probably don't
want to suffer the same fate, after all . "



Leon tried to replicate the same way he treated Lennart like before, but only mocking
words left his mouth . Lennart got mad since, by the look of his eyes, no one spoke to
him like that before .

Suddenly, the entire floor got covered by a mist, and Leon felt the temperature
decreasing at an astounding place .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon tried to counter the spell by creating a massive Fireball, but the scope of Lennart's
Freezing Mist wasn't the only thing that increased, its power and effectiveness were
leagues above Leon's Freezing Mist .

"Achoo!" Leon sneezed .

That was also an excellent opportunity Leon couldn't let pass . So, he endured the cold
for quite a bit . . . However, once Ice Resistance leveled for the tenth time, he decided
to end that because his balls were freezing .



Lennart was still sitting on the floor as if nothing had happened . He was quite bold of
acting like that in front of an adversary, so Leon decided to punish him a little . Leon
used Gravity and decreased his weight and then used Telekinesis to spin him around for
quite a bit .

"What . . . wait, wait!" Lennart said .

Leon spun him until Lennart started to droll unconscious . . . he had gone a bit too far,
but it was necessary to teach that Lesson . Lennart didn't have any Gravity Resistance,
so it was a bit too soon for him to feel confident and act like that . . . even though he
was nine hundred years older than Leon .

I dont know how he obtained that, but . . . I cant go easy on him .

Leon and Tom were on a confined space, but it was still possible to summon an Ice
Meteor, the magic projectile wouldnt have much speed, but its area of effect would be
massive .

When Tom took the first step forward, Leon started to fire Spinning Earth Arrows .
Tom tried to destroy all of the projectiles by swinging his hammer . Although the
weapon had his size, he could move around as if it was a dagger .

Hehehe, now we are talking! Tom said . It has been fifty years since someone so
powerful managed to push me back all this much!

Leon ignored the fact that Tom made him recall a middle boss of a console RPG and
just kept firing Spinning Earth Arrows . There was no reason to stop since his adversary
was quite powerful, and the skill was also leveling up .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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Hahaha, very good, very good! Tom said . It has been a while since I have seen a mage
with this much skill after Lennart . . . However, for how long can you keep using your

magic like that?

Leon frowned, he recalled that Tom was quite a friendly man, but he didnt remember
him being so talkative, and he didnt enjoy the fights all that much . Regardless, it was
time to end that . Leon was attacking using earth magic because he defeated Tom using

something very similar, but obviously, only that didnt trigger any memories of his
past .

Leon activated Fast Conjuration, and the number of Spinning Earth Arrows increased
almost six times, and that got Tom by surprise .

What?! Tom said, surprised while he used his hammer to protect his head .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .
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Leon didnt want to kill Tom, only wear him out and then obtain some status points .
Fortunately, Leon succeeded in both, only because he had a lot of mithril hidden in his
clothes . So, it was impossible for ordinary adversaries noticing him using

Mana-Eater .

You defeated me . You can face the next warrior, Tom said .

Leon sighed and massaged his eyebrows that looked too similar to an event of a game,
so he couldnt help but do so . Regardless, Leon looked at Tom for a while, waiting for
him to recognize Leon, but nothing happened after a while . So, Leon moved to the
next floor .

As expected, Lennart would be Leons next adversary . He grew up a little bit, and now
he looked more mature . . . at least that was the image Leon had after seeing him
meditating .

Hey, kid, Leon said . Long time, no see .

Lennart opened his eyes and frowned when he saw Leon . Obviously, he didnt
recognize Leon . He only reacted to his words since those also sounded like an insult or
taunt .



It has been a long time since someone defeated Tom, Lennart said . I guess it is finally
time for me to work again . . . Mmm? I dont see weapons or items in you, how did you

defeat him? You made a lot of noise, and you are even unscathed?

All right, kid, Leon said . I will show you how I defeated him . You probably dont
want to suffer the same fate, after all .

Leon tried to replicate the same way he treated Lennart like before, but only mocking
words left his mouth . Lennart got mad since, by the look of his eyes, no one spoke to
him like that before .

Suddenly, the entire floor got covered by a mist, and Leon felt the temperature
decreasing at an astounding place .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Leon tried to counter the spell by creating a massive Fireball, but the scope of Lennarts
Freezing Mist wasnt the only thing that increased, its power and effectiveness were
leagues above Leons Freezing Mist .

Achoo! Leon sneezed .

That was also an excellent opportunity Leon couldnt let pass . So, he endured the cold
for quite a bit . . . However, once Ice Resistance leveled for the tenth time, he decided
to end that because his balls were freezing .

Lennart was still sitting on the floor as if nothing had happened . He was quite bold of
acting like that in front of an adversary, so Leon decided to punish him a little . Leon
used Gravity and decreased his weight and then used Telekinesis to spin him around for
quite a bit .

What . . . wait, wait! Lennart said .

Leon spun him until Lennart started to droll unconscious . . . he had gone a bit too far,
but it was necessary to teach that Lesson . Lennart didnt have any Gravity Resistance,
so it was a bit too soon for him to feel confident and act like that . . . even though he
was nine hundred years older than Leon .
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"Mmm? Someone defeated Lennart?" Gisela said when she noticed Leon's arrival .
"Now, that is shocking . . . I can't even remember the last time I had to fight here . "



Maybe it was a coincidence, but Gisela's current weapon was pretty similar to the one
Leon made for her to train . The new one was a magic weapon, and it was emitting a
brown glow; it probably was a weapon that had the properties of earth magic .

"Hello, my name is Leon," Leon smiled . "Does that name ring any bells?"

"Leon? I know a few . . . what about it?" Gisele asked .

Leon didn't answer but continued to smile . It was regrettable to be forgotten by
everyone, but at least they were fine, so Leon decided to put his depressing thoughts
aside .

Gisela

Health: 17500/17500

Mana: 9000/9000

Stamina: 10000/10000

Strength: 3752

Dexterity: 1212

Speed: 1655

Active Skills: Ice Bullet Lv 499,Water Manipulation Lv 445,Water Creation Lv 455,
Water Transformation Lv 390, Bash Lv 430, Ice Meteor Lv 425



Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 440, Rage Lv 430, Swordsmanship Lv 430, Fire
Resistance Lv 350, Thunder Resistance Lv 350, Ice Resistance Lv
370googletag.cmd.push(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

Gisele got really strong . In a certain area, she was even stronger than Yuki, and that
was very impressive since Yuki had talent, magically speaking, and also had a head
start of four years over Gisela .

"You got really strong, Gisela," Leon said . "I'm proud of you . "

" . . . Why would you feel proud of other people's strength?" Gisela frowned .

Leon only forced a smile instead of answering, but it was getting hard to keep doing
that . Still, even though Gisela forgot about him, even though she wasn't the same
person, she still was pursuing strength in order to be the one who controls her own
destiny . She was forced to leave Earth, but it was clear by her status and actions that
she wouldn't stay on that planet for long . Gisela would regain her right to live on Earth,
even if she had to obtain that by spilling her and her enemies' blood .

Leon didn't feel the need to fight now that he found those he was looking for, but he
still fired several Spinning Earth Arrows toward Gisela . . . because that probably
would be the last time he would see her . Even if she doesn't remember him anymore,
as someone, who was once called master by her, he had to teach her one last thing . . .
something that he learned after returning to Earth .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Waiting for Leon's mana to end, Gisela waited patiently . However, after several
minutes, she understood that it wouldn't happen . Instead of blocking the attacks,
Gisela jumped to the side and then charged forward, but the arrows accompanied her
movements, and she was forced to come to a halt .

Eventually, Gisela's body was being pushed back because Spinning Earth Arrows were
leveling up, its power was increasing, and it would increase even more if Leon decides
to use Multi-Conjuration . Noticing that she didn't have any choice but to move
forward, Gisela decided to advance .

One step at a time, Gisela moved forward . Her hands were bleeding, but she didn't
stop because mages were weak at close combat . The very moment he enters her range,
he would be done for . With that thought in mind, Gisela moved forward again and
again . Leon couldn't help but smile while looking at that . He didn't train her spirit to
be like that . He only taught her a few things regarding magic also gave her a few

items . Gisela truly earned an unbelievable strength on her own and could have gotten
much stronger than Leon, given the same problems he faced .

The good part of the last floor was already red when Gisela finally was close enough to
attack Leon, but then when she prepared to swing her sword, Leon stopped and then
used Transfer . He appeared at the border of the tower, and Gisela frowned when she
saw his refreshing smile .



"You are still a warrior, Gisela," Leon said . "A very tough warrior, you will probably
become much stronger given time, but you must remember one thing . Just like this
battle against me, you won't be able to reach your goals if you try to retreat or move to
the sides . Learn with your past mistakes, but no matter what, keep moving forward . "

"What?" Gisela furrowed her eyebrows .

Instead of answering, Leon looked toward the horizon and disappeared, leaving Gisela
speechless . Leon reappeared at the entrance of the dungeon he used previously . In the
end, everyone had forgotten about him, but given the circumstances, it couldn't be
helped .

"They don't remember, but they are alive and well, and that is what matters most . "

Leon said to himself many times over the last week . He repeated that as if it was a
prayer . Although his heart couldn't accept that his return was too late, his mind was at
ease because he really did everything he could, and, in the end, they survived while
Leon was away . Leon could only feel proud of them . . . With those mixed feelings,
Leon returned to Earth .

Mmm? Someone defeated Lennart? Gisela said when she noticed Leons arrival . Now,
that is shocking . . . I cant even remember the last time I had to fight here .

Maybe it was a coincidence, but Giselas current weapon was pretty similar to the one
Leon made for her to train . The new one was a magic weapon, and it was emitting a
brown glow; it probably was a weapon that had the properties of earth magic .

Hello, my name is Leon, Leon smiled . Does that name ring any bells?

Leon? I know a few . . . what about it? Gisele asked .



Leon didnt answer but continued to smile . It was regrettable to be forgotten by
everyone, but at least they were fine, so Leon decided to put his depressing thoughts
aside .

Gisela

Health: 17500/17500

Mana: 9000/9000

Stamina: 10000/10000

Strength: 3752

Dexterity: 1212

Speed: 1655

Active Skills: Ice Bullet Lv 499,Water Manipulation Lv 445,Water Creation Lv 455,
Water Transformation Lv 390, Bash Lv 430, Ice Meteor Lv 425

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 440, Rage Lv 430, Swordsmanship Lv 430, Fire
Resistance Lv 350, Thunder Resistance Lv 350, Ice Resistance Lv 370

Gisele got really strong . In a certain area, she was even stronger than Yuki, and that
was very impressive since Yuki had talent, magically speaking, and also had a head
start of four years over Gisela .

You got really strong, Gisela, Leon said . Im proud of you .



. . . Why would you feel proud of other peoples strength? Gisela frowned .

Leon only forced a smile instead of answering, but it was getting hard to keep doing
that . Still, even though Gisela forgot about him, even though she wasnt the same
person, she still was pursuing strength in order to be the one who controls her own
destiny . She was forced to leave Earth, but it was clear by her status and actions that
she wouldnt stay on that planet for long . Gisela would regain her right to live on Earth,
even if she had to obtain that by spilling her and her enemies blood .

Leon didnt feel the need to fight now that he found those he was looking for, but he still
fired several Spinning Earth Arrows toward Gisela . . . because that probably would be
the last time he would see her . Even if she doesnt remember him anymore, as someone,
who was once called master by her, he had to teach her one last thing . . . something
that he learned after returning to Earth .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Spinning Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Waiting for Leons mana to end, Gisela waited patiently . However, after several
minutes, she understood that it wouldnt happen . Instead of blocking the attacks, Gisela



jumped to the side and then charged forward, but the arrows accompanied her
movements, and she was forced to come to a halt .

Eventually, Giselas body was being pushed back because Spinning Earth Arrows were
leveling up, its power was increasing, and it would increase even more if Leon decides
to use Multi-Conjuration . Noticing that she didnt have any choice but to move forward,
Gisela decided to advance .

One step at a time, Gisela moved forward . Her hands were bleeding, but she didnt stop
because mages were weak at close combat . The very moment he enters her range, he
would be done for .With that thought in mind, Gisela moved forward again and again .
Leon couldnt help but smile while looking at that . He didnt train her spirit to be like
that . He only taught her a few things regarding magic also gave her a few items .
Gisela truly earned an unbelievable strength on her own and could have gotten much
stronger than Leon, given the same problems he faced .

The good part of the last floor was already red when Gisela finally was close enough to
attack Leon, but then when she prepared to swing her sword, Leon stopped and then
used Transfer . He appeared at the border of the tower, and Gisela frowned when she
saw his refreshing smile .

You are still a warrior, Gisela, Leon said . A very tough warrior, you will probably
become much stronger given time, but you must remember one thing . Just like this
battle against me, you wont be able to reach your goals if you try to retreat or move to
the sides . Learn with your past mistakes, but no matter what, keep moving forward .

What? Gisela furrowed her eyebrows .

Instead of answering, Leon looked toward the horizon and disappeared, leaving Gisela
speechless . Leon reappeared at the entrance of the dungeon he used previously . In the
end, everyone had forgotten about him, but given the circumstances, it couldnt be
helped .



They dont remember, but they are alive and well, and that is what matters most .

Leon said to himself many times over the last week . He repeated that as if it was a
prayer . Although his heart couldnt accept that his return was too late, his mind was at
ease because he really did everything he could, and, in the end, they survived while
Leon was away . Leon could only feel proud of them . . . With those mixed feelings,
Leon returned to Earth .
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